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Abstract

In real-world applications, it is common that only a por-

tion of data is aligned across views due to spatial, tempo-

ral, or spatiotemporal asynchronism, thus leading to the

so-called Partially View-aligned Problem (PVP). To solve

such a less-touched problem without the help of labels, we

propose simultaneously learning representation and align-

ing data using a noise-robust contrastive loss. In brief, for

each sample from one view, our method aims to identify

its within-category counterparts from other views, and thus

the cross-view correspondence could be established. As the

contrastive learning needs data pairs as input, we construct

positive pairs using the known correspondences and nega-

tive pairs using random sampling. To alleviate or even elim-

inate the influence of the false negatives caused by random

sampling, we propose a noise-robust contrastive loss that

could adaptively prevent the false negatives from dominat-

ing the network optimization. To the best of our knowledge,

this could be the first successful attempt of enabling con-

trastive learning robust to noisy labels. In fact, this work

might remarkably enrich the learning paradigm with noisy

labels. More specifically, the traditional noisy labels are de-

fined as incorrect annotations for the supervised tasks such

as classification. In contrast, this work proposes that the

view correspondence might be false, which is remarkably

different from the widely-accepted definition of noisy label.

Extensive experiments show the promising performance of

our method comparing with 10 state-of-the-art multi-view

approaches in the clustering and classification tasks. The

code will be publicly released at https://pengxi.me.

1. Introduction

Multi-view Representation Learning (MvRL) [2, 16, 24,

37, 44] aims at learning consistent representations from
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Figure 1. The motivation of this paper. In the figure, different

colors denote different instances which will present in multiple

views, different shapes indicate different categories, and the dot-

ted line denotes the desired correspondence. (a) Partially View-

aligned problem: only a portion of data is with the known corre-

spondence due to complexity of data collection and transmission;

(b) Instance-level alignment: it aims to establish the correspon-

dence between two cross-view samples of the same instance; (c)

Category-level alignment: each pair consists of the samples be-

longing to the same category. Considering the downstream tasks

such as clustering and classification, category-level alignment is

more desirable than instance-level alignment due to its higher ac-

cessibility and scalability.

multi-view/modal data to facilitate the downstream tasks in-

cluding but not limited to clustering, classification, and re-

trieval. The success of all existing works [2, 37, 44] heavily

relies on two assumptions, i.e., the completeness of data and

the consistency of views. To be specific, the completeness

assumption requires that the instances are presented in all

views, and the consistency assumption requires that the data

from different views must be strictly aligned. When one

of these two assumptions is unsatisfied, it is impossible to

perform MvRL. In practice, however, the two assumptions

could be easily violated in data collection or transmission,
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thus resulting in Partially Data-missing Problem (PDP) and

Partially View-aligned Problem (PVP, see Fig. 1(a)). More

specifically, PDP happens when some data is missed in

some views, thus leading to data incompleteness. PVP

refers to the case when only a portion of data is aligned, thus

leading to data inconsistency. Recently, several works have

made remarkable progress on PDP [15, 27, 40], but only a

few studies have been conducted to solve PVP.

In this paper, we try to solve PVP without the help of data

annotations. Our observation and motivation are shown in

Fig. 1. Ideally, the data is highly expected to be fully aligned

at the instance level as shown in Fig. 1(b). To achieve this

goal, a straightforward solution is using the Hungarian al-

gorithm as a preprocessing step to build the correspondence

of two views and then passing the aligned data into a stan-

dard multi-view method to learn representation. However,

the performance of such a two-stage learning paradigm is

sub-optimal because the Hungarian algorithm i) cannot be

applied to the multi-view raw spaces which are heteroge-

neous; and ii) will not utilize the known correspondence

in data. In very recent, Partially View-aligned Clustering

(PVC) [18] proposed a differentiable neural module of the

Hungarian algorithm, and thus data alignment and repre-

sentation learning could be achieved in a one-stage man-

ner. However, both the vanilla Hungarian algorithm and

PVC aim to achieve instance-level alignment which might

be over-sufficient to multi-view clustering and classifica-

tion. Different from the one-to-one mapping tasks like re-

trieval [8, 17], the essence of clustering and classification

is a one-to-many mapping. Therefore, the category-level

alignment is more desirable than the instance-level align-

ment for clustering and classification thanks to its higher

accessibility and scalability. Intuitively, for a given cross-

view instance, it has a random probability of 1/N and 1/K
to be aligned at the instance- and category-level correctly,

where N and K are the number of instances and categories,

and K ≪ N . In other words, the category-level alignment

enjoys higher accessibility. On the other hand, the compu-

tational complexity of the instance-level alignment methods

such as the Hungarian algorithm is O(N3) which prohibits

it from handling large-scale datasets.

Based on the above observation and motivation, we solve

PVP by trying to achieve the category- instead of instance-

level alignment as shown in Fig. 1(c). To the end, we

propose a novel partially view-aligned representation learn-

ing method, termed Multi-view Contrastive Learning with

Noise-robust loss (MvCLN). Our basic idea is reformulat-

ing the view alignment problem as an identification task.

Specifically, taking bi-view data as a showcase, for each

sample from one view, MvCLN aims to identify its coun-

terparts that belong to the same category from the other

view. To train MvCLN, we construct the positive pairs us-

ing the available aligned data and the Negative Pairs (NP)

using random sampling. To alleviate or even eliminate the

influence of the False-Negative Pairs (FNP) caused by ran-

dom sampling, our MvCLN is with a novel noise-robust

contrastive loss. The contributions of this work could be

summarized as follows:

• To facilitate one-to-many mapping tasks like cluster-

ing, we propose solving PVP by establishing category-

rather than instance-level alignment. Such a task-

specific alignment enjoys higher accessibility and scal-

ability as shown in the above analysis and the follow-

ing experiments;

• We reformulate the alignment problem as a view iden-

tification task which is further performed under the

contrastive learning framework. To the best of our

knowledge, this could be one of the first works by em-

ploying contrastive learning to achieve the category-

level alignment;

• To establish the view correspondence using contrastive

learning, we propose a novel noise-robust contrastive

loss which could alleviate or even eliminate the influ-

ence of noisy labels (i.e., FNP) introduced during pair

construction. As far as we know, this could be the first

contrastive learning method with the capacity of han-

dling noisy labels. It should be pointed out that, the

traditional noisy labels are defined as incorrect an-

notations for the supervised tasks such as classifica-

tion. In contrast, this work proposes that the view

correspondence might be false, which is remark-

ably different from the traditional definition. As a

result, our study might enrich the learning paradigm

with noisy labels.

2. Related Works

In this section, we give a brief review of some recent

developments that are related to this work.

2.1. Multiview Representation Learning

Generally, most existing MvRL methods highly rely on

the completeness and consistency assumptions of multi-

view data. As introduced in Section 1, most multi-

view representation learning methods cannot handle the

partially data-missing problem (PDP) and partially view-

aligned problem (PVP). From this perspective, the exist-

ing multi-view learning works can be grouped into three

categories. Namely, the vanilla multi-view learning meth-

ods [2, 4, 32, 36, 37, 41, 42, 44, 47] which aim at exploiting

the homogeneous and complementary information of dif-

ferent views to learn representation; Incomplete multi-view

learning methods [15,26,27,40] which utilize the complete

views to predict the missing views; Partially view-aligned

representation learning methods [18,21,39] which establish
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the correspondence of unaligned data and almost all exist-

ing studies achieve the correspondence at the instance level.

Among the aforementioned studies, [18,21,39] are most

related to this work. Different from them, we perform align-

ment at the category rather than instance level. To be spe-

cific, two arbitrary cross-view samples are defined to be

aligned in our study i.f.f. they belong to the same category.

Considering the downstream tasks including clustering and

classification, such a category-level alignment scheme is

more desirable than instance-level alignment which is more

expensive in accessibility and scalability. Furthermore, the

method based on metric learning [39], which achieve align-

ment under the scenario of supervised learning, is less chal-

lenging than our setting because the category-level align-

ment could be naturally derived from annotations.

2.2. Contrastive Learning

Contrastive Learning, which is a recently proposed unsu-

pervised learning paradigm [5,6,10,12,23,31], has achieved

state of the arts in a variety of tasks. The main difference of

them lies in the used data augmentation strategy and con-

trastive loss. In brief, most contrastive learning methods

first construct positive and negative pairs at the instance-

level through a series of data augmentation. After that, dif-

ferent contrastive losses such as Triplet [33], NCE [11], and

NT-Xent [6], could be used to maximize the similarity be-

tween positive pairs while minimizing those of the nega-

tives.

The difference of this work with the existing meth-

ods [5, 6, 10–12, 31, 33] are given below. First, this study

aims to handle multi- instead of single-view data. In other

words, these contrastive learning methods cannot be di-

rectly used to handle multi-view data, especially, when PVP

happens. Second, we do not employ data augmentation

to build data pairs. Instead, we directly use the available

aligned data as positives and perform random sampling on

the observed data to build negatives, which leading to a

noisy label problem. Third, our method is with a novel con-

trastive loss which is robust against the noisy labels. As far

as we know, the contrastive learning with noisy labels has

not been touched so far.

2.3. Learning with Noisy Labels

In recent, some studies [13,14,28,34,38] have been con-

ducted to enable neural networks robust against noisy la-

bels, which have attracted interests from the community. In

general, these existing works aim at handling the incorrect

annotations for the supervised tasks such as classification.

Different from them, this work proposes that the view corre-

spondence might be false, and strive to solve such a special

noisy label issue.

3. Method

In this section, we propose a partially view-aligned rep-

resentation learning method to solve PVP, termed Multi-

view Contrastive Learning with Noise-robust loss (Mv-

CLN). This section is organized as follows. First, Sec-

tion 3.1 introduces how to reformulate the alignment prob-

lem as a category-level identification task which is further

achieved through contrastive learning. Section 3.2 elabo-

rates on the proposed noise-robust contrastive loss to alle-

viate or even eliminate the influence of noisy pairs which

are inevitable for the unsupervised pair construction. Sec-

tion 3.3 presents the necessity of our two-stage optimiza-

tion from the theoretical and experimental perspectives. Fi-

nally, Section 3.4 presents the implementation details of our

model.

3.1. Problem Formulation

Let {Xi}vi=1
= {xi

1
,xi

2
, . . . ,xi

N}vi=1
be a partially

view-aligned dataset, i.e., {Xi}vi=1
= {Ai,Ui}vi=1

, where

v refers to the number of views, the aligned and unaligned

data are denoted by {Ai}vi=1
= {ai

1
,ai

2
, . . . ,aiN1

}vi=1
and

{Ui}vi=1
= {ui

1
,ui

2
, . . . ,ui

N2
}vi=1

, respectively. We aim

to align {Ui}vi=1
by utilizing {Ai}vi=1

and simultaneously

learn a common representation for the whole dataset.

Without loss of generality, we take v = 2 as a showcase.

A data set is aligned at the category-level when x
1

k and x
2

k

belong to the same category, i.e.,

C(x1

k) = C(x2

k), ∀k ∈ [1, N ], (1)

where C(x) denotes the category of x. The category-level

alignment can be achieved by solving an identification task

which aims to identify the counterpart x2

k for x1

k to satisfy

the above objective.

To complete the identification task, the category-level

contrastive learning [12], which aims at increasing the sim-

ilarity of positive pairs while minimizing those of the neg-

atives, could be used. However, it is impossible to directly

use contrastive learning for performing the identification

task due to the following limitations. On the one hand, our

setting only contains the positive pairs {Ai}vi=1
, and thus

it is necessary to construct the negative pairs from data.

On the other hand, without the help of labeled data, it is

inevitable to obtain some noisy negative pairs despite the

used data pair construction method. Therefore, we propose

using random sampling to generate the negatives for sim-

plicity. To be specific, we randomly choose two samples

a
1

i and a
2

j from {Ai}vi=1
as a negative pair, where i 6= j.

Intuitively, the constructed pairs have a probability of 1/K
to be noisy when the categories are uniformly distributed,

where K is the class number. Therefore, our goal becomes

making contrastive learning robust to noisy labels (i.e., false

negatives).
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Figure 2. To learn common representation from a partially view-aligned dataset, the proposed MvCLN consists of pair construction and

noise-robust optimization. To obtain the data pairs, MvCLN takes the aligned data {Ai}2i=1 as positive pairs and all samples in {A1}
as anchors. With each anchor together, MvCLN randomly chooses M samples from {A2} to form M negative pairs. In such a random

sampling process, some positive pairs will be wrongly regarded as negative pairs, thus leading to a noisy label problem. Based on our

analysis (see Section 3.3), MvCLN solves this problem by employing a two-stage optimization strategy. More specifically, (i) contrastive

learning: it aims to increase the distance of true negatives over a data-adaptive margin m so that the discrimination between true and false

negatives is maximized. After (i), the distances of most true negatives are greater than m, that of some negatives ranges into (0,m/3), and

that of the other negatives will fall into (m/3,m). Then, we switch to (ii) noise-robust contrastive learning: it will alleviate the influence

of the false negatives by reducing the magnitude of the gradient (see point B) or even reversing the direction of the gradient (see point A).

In (i) and (ii), the direction and length of the arrows refer to the direction and magnitude of gradients of the loss, respectively.

3.2. Noiserobust Contrastive Loss

To alleviate or even eliminate the influence of false neg-

atives, we propose the following loss function:

L =
1

2N

N
∑

i=1

(PLpos
i + (1− P )Lneg

i ) , (2)

where N denotes the number of data pairs, and P = 1/0 for

positive/negative pairs. Clearly, Lpos
i will take effects when

the pairs are positive, and Lneg
i acts on negative pairs.

For the positive cross-view samples a
1

i and a
2

i , we aim

to minimize their distance in a latent space by minimizing

Lpos
i = d(a1i ,a

2

i ), (3)

where

d(a1i ,a
2

i ) =
∥

∥f1(a
1

i )− f2(a
2

i )
∥

∥

2

2
, (4)

and f1 and f2 denote two parametrized neural networks

which project two views (the data pairs) into a latent space,

respectively.

If only minimizing the distance of positive pairs, all sam-

ples might collapse to one point. To avoid the trivial solu-

tion, the following contrastive term could be helpful:

Lctr
i = max(m− d(a1i ,a

2

j ), 0)
2, (5)

where m is a margin to enforce the distance of negatives to

be moderately large, (a1i ,a
2

j ) is a negative pair. This is the

loss of the well-known SIAMESE network [12].

As the above loss does not explicitly embrace the ro-

bustness to noisy labels, it would mix up the true- and

false-negative pairs, thus obtaining degraded performance

as demonstrated in Fig. 3(c) and 3(d). Therefore, to enjoy

the robustness against the false negatives, we propose the

following noise-robust loss:

Lneg
i =

1

m
max(md

1

2 (a1i ,a
2

j )− d
3

2 (a1i ,a
2

j ), 0)
2 (6)

where m is the margin computed only once at the initial

state through

m =
1

Np

∑

d(a1i ,a
2

i ) +
1

Nn

∑

d(a1i ,a
2

j ), (7)

where Np and Nn are the number of positives and negatives,

respectively.

Thanks to the formulation of Eq. 6, MvCLN could pre-

vent the networks from fitting false negatives or even correct

the wrong optimization direction as shown in Fig. 3(c) and

3(d). The detailed analysis will be presented in the next
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Figure 3. Mathematical and experimental analysis of our noise-robust contrastive loss. (a-b) The loss value of Eq. 5 and Eq. 6 w.r.t. the

distance of data pairs. To better illustrate why our loss could be robust against the noisy labels, we consider all three possible cases on the

performance surface. Namely, A, B, and C refer to the false-negative pairs (FNP) with the distance of d1 < m/3, of m/3 < d2 < m,

and the true negative pairs (TNP) with the distance of d3 > m. (a) shows that the vanilla contrastive loss (Eq. 5), which will increase

the distance of all negatives including A, B and C, cannot handle the noisy labels. In contrast, (b) shows that our loss could decrease the

distance of A and slowly increasing that of B, thus enjoying the robustness against the noisy labels. (c-d) The ratio of average distance to

margin with increasing epoch on NoisyMNIST and Reuters datasets, where NP, FNP robust, and FNP vanilla denotes negative pairs, false-

negative pairs optimized by our loss (Eq. 6), and false-negative pairs optimized by the vanilla loss (Eq. 5). The colored areas denote the

variances of five network initializations. One could observe that with more training epochs, our loss will remarkably enlarge the distance

gap between TNP and FNP. In fact, on NoisyMNIST, our loss could even correct the gradient direction of the noisy labels, i.e., FNP could

be treated as true positives as desired.

section to explain why our loss could enjoy the above de-

sirable properties from mathematical and experimental per-

spectives.

3.3. Analysis on the Proposed Loss

In this section, we carry out mathematical and experi-

mental analysis to show why the proposed loss function

could be robust to the noisy labels and why our model

adopts a two-stage optimization strategy.

Let the gradient of Lneg w.r.t. the distance of negatives

d be zero and we only need to consider d ≤ m, i.e.,

∂Lneg

∂d
=

∂( 1

m
d3 − 2d2 +md)

∂d

=
3

m
d2 − 4d+m, (8)

then d = m/3 or d = m. As a result, the performance

surface will be divided into two areas, namely, 0 < d <
m/3 and m/3 < d < m.

To visually illustrate the above theoretical result, we

show the loss surface w.r.t. the distance of a given negative

pairs in Figs. 3(a)–3(b). From the results, one could observe

that comparing with the vanilla loss (Eq. 5), the optimiza-

tion of our noise-robust loss (Eq. 6) will not monotonically

increase the distance of negative pairs, thus enjoying the

following two characteristics:

Reverse optimization (0 < d < m/3): For the negative

pairs locating into the hole area (see A for example), the

gradient of our loss will be reversed, and thus the distance

of negative pairs will decrease.

Slow optimization (m/3 < d < m): For the pairs lo-

cating into the area of m/3 < d < m (see B for example),

the optimization speed of our loss will be slower than that

of the vanilla loss because the gradient is always with the

negative value and the gradient of the former is greater than

that of the latter. Mathematically,

∆ =
∂Lneg

∂d
−

∂Lctr

∂d

=
∂( 1

m
d3 − 2d2 +md)

∂d
−

∂(d2 − 2dm+m2)

∂d

=
∂(d−m)2

∂d
≥ 0. (9)

Clearly, the first characteristic could be used to elimi-

nate the influence of the false negatives if the false nega-

tives are constrained into 0 < d < m/3. Alternatively,

the second one could be used to alleviate the influence of

the false negatives by constraining the false negatives into

m/3 < d < m. However, the problem, which has become

how to distinct the false negatives from the true ones, is a

daunting task in practice.

Fortunately, Bengio et al. [3] have empirically found that

the neural networks apt to fit the simple patterns first, which

provide a motivation to us. To be specific, we propose that

TNP could be regarded as simple patterns and FNP could

be treated as the complex ones. As a result, it is reason-

able to conjecture that the neural networks with the vanilla

contrastive loss will fit TNP faster than FNP, as verified in

Fig. 3(c) and 3(d). More specifically, the figures illustrate

that there is a gap between TNP and FNP vanilla in the early

training stage due to the faster fitting speed of TNP.
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Thanks to the above observation, we propose adopting a

two-stage optimization strategy to distinct FNP from TNP.

In short, this first stage will employ the vanilla contrastive

loss (Eq. 5) to optimize our model until the average distance

of all negative pairs larger than m. As a result, most TNP

and FNP will locate into the areas of d > m and d < m,

respectively, due to the faster fitting speed of TNP. Then,

our model will switch into the second optimization stage

with the noise-robust contrastive loss, i.e., Eq. 6. In this

stage, as most FNP will locate into either m/3 < d < m
or 0 < d < m/3, the distance of FNP will either in-

crease slowly (see FNP robust in Fig. 3(d)) or decrease (see

FNP robust in Fig. 3(c)), thus alleviating or even eliminat-

ing the influence of noisy labels. Meanwhile, it only im-

poses negligible effects on true negative pairs since most of

their distances are larger than m so far.

3.4. Implement Details

In this section, we first elaborate on the implementation

details of the proposed MvCLN and then show how to con-

duct MvCLN for category-level alignment while learning

common representation for different views.

As shown in Fig. 2, MvCLN will first construct data pairs

by simply treating the available aligned data {A}2i=1
as pos-

itive pairs and performing random sampling to obtain the

negative pairs. More specifically, MvCLN takes each sam-

ple in {A1} as an anchor and randomly samples M samples

from {A2} to form M negative pairs. In other words, the

ratio of positives to negatives is 1/M .

After obtaining the data pairs, MvCLN will pass them

into two neural networks (f1 and f2) that are with the di-

mensionality of D-1024-1024-1024-10, where D is the di-

mension of inputs. All the layers are densely connected fol-

lowed by a Batch Normalization [20], a ReLU [29], and a

Dropout layer [35].

As elaborated in Section 3.3, our model adopts a two-

stage optimization strategy. In short, MvCLN is optimized

using the vanilla contrastive loss (Eq. 5) with SGD until the

average distance of all NP reaches the margin m. After that,

MvCLN is continuously optimized using the noise-robust

contrastive loss (Eq. 6).

Once our model converges, the category-level alignment

could be achieved through the following two steps:

• Step 1 (distance calculation): obtaining the representa-

tion f1(X
1) and f2(X

2) and computing the their dis-

tance matrix D ∈ R
N×N . In our implementation, we

simply adopt the Euclidean distance.

• Step 2 (alignment): For each sample x
1

i in one view,

its correspondence in another view is with the smallest

Dij .

After establishing the correspondence across views, we

concatenate the representations of the aligned data for the

downstream tasks.

4. Experiments

We carry out experiments on four widely-used multi-

view datasets and evaluate the learned representation

through clustering and classification tasks. Due to the space

limitation, we present the classification results and more de-

tails in the supplementary material. To verify the effective-

ness of our MvCLN in clustering, we use 10 start-of-the-art

multi-view clustering methods as baselines and ACC, NMI,

and ARI as performance metrics.

4.1. Experimental Configurations

We implement MvCLN in PyTorch 1.5.0 and carry out

all evaluations on a standard Ubuntu-16.04 OS with an

NVIDIA 2080Ti GPU. To optimize MvCLN, the Adam op-

timizer [22] with an initial learning rate of 0.001 is adopted,

and no scheduler or weight decay is used. The batch size is

fixed to 1024 for all the datasets.

In the experiments, four multi-view datasets are used,

Namely, Scene-15 [7, 9] and Caltech-101 [25, 45] with two

image features extracted as views, Reuters [1, 19] with the

first two languages (English and French) as two views,

and NoisyMNIST [37] with 30,000 randomly selected sam-

ples since the baselines cannot handle the original large-

scale dataset. More details are describe in the supplemen-

tary material. Unless otherwise specified, for each dataset

{Xv}2v=1
, we randomly divide it into two partitions with

the equal size, namely {Av}2v=1
and {Uv}2v=1

. In training,

only {Av}2v=1
is used as the positive pairs and the nega-

tive pairs are obtained by performing random sampling as

elaborated in Section 3.4.

4.2. Comparisons with State of The Arts

In this section, we compare the proposed MvCLN with

10 multi-view clustering methods, including CCA [36],

KCCA [4], DCCA [2], DCCAE [37], LMSC [43], MvC-

DMF [46], SwMC [30], BMVC [45], AE2-Nets [44], and

PVC [18]. For all the baselines, we tune the parameters as

suggested in the original paper to achieve their best perfor-

mance. For our MvCLN, we fix the negative/positive ratio

M to 30 for all datasets. To achieve clustering, k-means is

conducted on the representations learned by all tested meth-

ods except Mvc-DMF, SwMC and BMVC.

As only PVC and our MvCLN could solve PVP, for fair

comparisons, the results of the other tested methods are re-

ported under the following two settings:

• Setting 1 (Partially View-aligned Data): We first use

PCA to project the raw data into a latent space whose

dimensionality is the same as MvCLN so that the Hun-

garian algorithm could be applied to establish corre-
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Table 1. Clustering comparisons on four widely-used multi-view datasets, where the best result for each setting is in bold and “–” indicates

that the method cannot obtain the result due to over-high time or memory cost.

Aligned Methods
Scene-15 Caltech-101 Reuters NoisyMNIST

ACC NMI ARI ACC NMI ARI ACC NMI ARI ACC NMI ARI

Fully

CCA (NeurIPS’03) 36.37 36.91 19.82 20.25 45.41 16.34 44.31 20.34 14.52 71.31 52.60 48.46

KCCA (JMLR’02) 37.93 37.42 21.38 21.45 45.58 17.62 50.87 22.34 20.61 96.85 92.10 93.23

DCCA (ICML’13) 36.61 39.20 21.03 27.60 47.84 30.86 47.95 26.57 12.71 89.64 88.33 83.95

DCCAE (ICML’15) 34.58 39.01 19.65 19.84 45.05 14.57 41.98 20.30 8.51 78.00 81.24 68.15

LMSC (CVPR’17) 38.46 35.50 20.54 26.87 48.80 18.06 38.56 20.12 15.48 – – –

MvC-DMF (AAAI’17) 30.99 31.35 15.68 24.35 44.98 14.82 33.83 14.89 12.59 74.39 63.22 49.79

SwMC (IJCAI’17) 33.89 32.98 11.78 30.74 36.07 7.75 33.65 16.02 5.90 – – –

BMVC (TPAMI’18) 40.74 41.67 24.19 27.59 46.43 21.28 42.39 21.86 15.14 88.31 77.01 76.58

AE2-Nets (CVPR’19) 37.17 40.47 22.24 20.79 45.01 15.89 42.39 19.76 14.87 42.11 43.38 30.42

Partially

CCA (NeurIPS’03) 32.73 34.24 18.80 20.06 41.56 16.62 40.87 15.82 12.68 34.46 29.83 17.89

KCCA (JMLR’02) 33.09 31.43 16.35 12.57 31.36 7.65 40.08 11.80 11.27 26.57 18.19 10.55

DCCA (ICML’13) 34.27 36.55 18.83 12.52 32.13 7.63 39.71 13.83 14.38 29.22 20.24 11.08

DCCAE (ICML’15) 33.62 36.56 18.54 11.75 30.54 6.60 41.42 12.82 13.61 27.61 19.45 10.00

LMSC (CVPR’17) 26.27 20.45 10.93 21.54 40.26 15.51 32.17 11.34 7.19 – – –

MvC-DMF (AAAI’17) 28.49 24.31 11.22 9.54 23.41 3.84 32.58 12.36 11.08 27.34 22.96 6.85

SwMC (IJCAI’17) 31.03 30.39 12.94 19.03 22.75 3.73 31.92 11.03 5.40 – – –

BMVC (TPAMI’18) 36.81 36.55 20.20 12.13 31.33 7.11 38.15 11.57 12.07 28.47 24.69 14.19

AE2-Nets (CVPR’19) 28.56 26.58 12.96 10.45 29.51 7.90 35.49 10.61 8.07 38.25 34.32 22.02

Partially

PVC (NeurIPS’20) 37.88 39.12 20.63 22.11 47.82 17.98 42.07 20.43 16.95 81.84 82.29 82.03

MvCLN (Mean) 38.53 39.90 24.26 30.09 43.07 38.34 50.16 30.65 24.90 91.05 84.15 83.56

MvCLN (Best) 39.87 40.47 24.83 35.72 45.25 51.44 56.62 33.62 27.37 94.51 86.77 88.42

spondence of the partially view-aligned data. After

that, we conduct these baselines on the realigned data.

For PVC and MvCLN, we simply run them on the par-

tially view-aligned data.

• Setting 2 (Fully View-aligned Data): We directly run

all methods except PVC and MvCLN on the original

data which is fully aligned.

To avoid performance changing due to randomness, we

run all methods five times and report the average perfor-

mance in terms of three performance metrics, i.e., ACC,

NMI, and ARI. Note that, due to the difference in the hard-

ware and software environments, the results of some base-

lines in our experiments are slightly different from that re-

ported in [18]. From Table 1, one could observe that:

• In the first setting, our MvCLN remarkably outper-

forms all tested methods by a considerable margin.

Particularly, MvCLN achieves an ARI improvement

of 113.2% and 46.9% on Caltech-101 and Reuters, re-

spectively, comparing with the best baseline. This ver-

ifies our claim and motivation that the category-level

alignment is more desirable than instance-level align-

ment;

• In the second setting, MvCLN still achieves compet-

itive results even though it is conducted on partially

view-aligned data whereas the baselines are conducted

on fully view-aligned data.

Table 2. Ablation studies on NoisyMNIST. “"” represents Mv-

CLN with the component and “%” denotes MvCLN without the

component.

Lneg ACC NMI ARI CAR

% 88.2 75.73 75.89 84.48

" 92.17 85.57 84.51 88.24

4.3. Ablation Studies and Parameter Analysis

In this section, we conduct the following experimental

analyses on NoisyMNIST, i.e., the ablation study, the influ-

ence of the ratio of positives to negatives, the influence of

aligned proportion, and the influence of the switch timing

between two optimization stages.

Besides the used clustering performance metrics, we

introduce a metric termed Category-level Alignment Rate

(CAR) to measure the ratio of the category-level alignment.

Mathematically,

CAR =

∑N

i=1
δ(C(x̂1

i ), C(x̂2

i ))

N
, (10)

where (x̂1

i , x̂
2

i ) denotes the realigned pairs, δ is the Dirichlet

function, and N is the number of data pairs.

Effectiveness of Noise-robust Contrastive Loss: To

prove the effectiveness of the proposed noise-robust con-

trastive loss, we replace it with the vanilla contrastive loss,

i.e., Eq. 5. As shown in Table 2, although the vanilla con-

trastive loss, which could also achieve some promising re-
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4. Performance analysis on the NoisyMNIST dataset. (a) Performance with negatives/positives ratio (M ); (b) Performance with

varying aligned proportions; (c) Performance with different switching times of two optimization stages.

sults, is remarkably worse than MvCNL.

Influence of the Positive/Negative Pairs Ratio: Our

method uses the aligned data as positives and randomly cho-

sen data as negatives. In other words, it is easy to obtain the

negatives. However, an over-high negatives/positive pairs

ratio (M ) will lead to imbalanced data distribution. Hence,

intuitively, it is crucial to determine the value of M . In

Fig. 4(a), we investigate the performance of MvCLN by

increasing M from 1 to 50 with an interval of 5. From

the results, one could have the following observations. On

the one hand, the increasing M will enhance the perfor-

mance of MvCLN within a quite large value range. On the

other hand, MvCLN performs stably when M ranges into

[20, 40], which shows its robustness to the parameter.

Influence of Different Aligned Proportions: To inves-

tigate the performance of MvCLN on the data with differ-

ent aligned proportions, we increase the aligned proportion

from 10% to 100% with an interval of 10%. From the re-

sults, one could observe that: i) with more available aligned

data, MvCLN achieves better results; ii) when the aligned

proportion increases from 70% to 100%, the performance

of MvCLN slightly increase. The possible reason is that

70% aligned data is sufficient to enable MvCLN to learn

the alignment patterns.

Influence of the Switching Time between Two Opti-

mization Stages: Our method consists of two optimization

stages which are automatically switched in a data-driven

way as elaborated in Section 3.4. In this section, we exper-

imentally investigate the influence of the following seven

switching criteria, i.e., switching to Stage 2 when the mean

distance of negative pairs reaches 0.0m, 0.2m, 0.4m, 0.6m,

0.8m, 1.0m, and 1.2m, where the margin m is automati-

cally determined from data. As shown in Fig. 4(c), MvCLN

will achieve a stable result within the range of [0.2m, 1.0m].
Without Stage 1 (i.e., 0.0m), MvCLN will achieve an infe-

rior result which is consistent with the analysis in Fig. 3(b).

When the switching time is too late (1.2m), the distance of

most false-negative pairs may approach or even surpass m,

and thus the false and true negative pairs will be mixed.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed MvCLN which handles the

partially view-aligned problem by endowing contrastive

learning with the robustness against noisy labels. Different

from the existing solutions, our MvCLN aims to achieve

the category- instead of instance-level alignment. Exten-

sive experiments verify the effectiveness and efficiency of

our learning paradigm. In addition, we theoretically and ex-

perimentally show why our model could be robust against

the noisy labels. To the best of our knowledge, the pro-

posed method could be regarded as the first study of en-

abling contrastive learning robust to noisy labels (i.e., false-

negative corresponding pairs). What is more important, this

work might remarkably enrich the learning paradigm with

noisy labels by treating the view correspondence as a spe-

cial noisy label issue. In the future, we plan to explore a

more general solution for the situation wherein both positive

and negative pairs would be contaminated by noise. Such a

solution is valuable to a variety of applications including

but not limited to ReID, object tracking, face identification,

graph matching, image translation and restoration.
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